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Abstract
We study a high frequency modulated speckle pattern in a four-wave mixing arrangement. The three-dimensional
nature o f the speckles is considered in the phase conjugate reflectivity evaluation which implies to analyze its dependence on the average speckle size. Also, the reflectivity is analyzed in terms of the external applied field, the probe beam
ratio, and the pupil aperture diameter o f the imaging system that generates the subjective speckle beam.
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waves through scattering media such as the at mosphere.
The first experience of phase conjugation in a
photorefractive material was done by Huignard
et al. [4]. Applications of phase conjugation to
nondestructive testing, image processing, and
imaging through phase disturbing media have
been already demonstrated [5-9]. In [10] a real
time double exposure holographic interferometric
method of testing phase object by using degenerate
four-wave mixing DFWM with photorefractive
Bii2GeC>20 (BGO) crystals has been reported.
As it is well known, when a diffusing surface is
illuminated by coherent light, speckles appear in
front of the surface. The speckle patterns have
important applications in the field of metrology

1. Introduction

The photorefractive crystals of the sillenite
family have a high photosensitivity and high carrier mobility which permit achievements of fast
response time that makes them adequate for real
time holography, optical phase conjugation, am plification of weak light signals, and image pro cessing [1-3]. For example, the phase conjugation
could be applied to the transmission of optical
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and image processing [11,12]. Displacements, tilts,
and deformations of the input diffuser produce
displacements and structural changes in the
speckle patterns, which can be analyzed on the
basis of the double-exposure imaged speckles, before and after deformation. In previous papers, the
use of a thick photorefractive crystal as a speckle
recording medium was proposed [13-16]. In [1719], the storage in a sillenite crystal of low frequency modulated speckle patterns is analyzed. In
this case, the image of a coherently illuminated
diffuser is formed onto the crystal by an optical
system whose pupil consists of two or more identical apertures. In addition, it has been investigated that the features of a multiple exposure
specklegram are obtained by using different multiple aperture arrangements for recording [19].
Standard couple wave theory proved to be an
adequate theoretical frame to interpret the different experiments mentioned above, which take advantage of the three-dimensional nature of the
speckle patterns.
These previous results encourage us to intro duce a new experiment where a speckled input
signal is high frequency fringe modulated in a
four-wave mixing arrangement. The precise
knowledge of the speckle pattern recording parameters in BSO constitutes an important feature
for image speckle applications. We present an
analysis in which the volume speckle nature is
accounted for. Three-dimensional speckles must
be considered in the phase conjugate reflectivity
evaluation which implies to analyze its dependence
on the average speckle size. The speckle size can be
easily adjusted by modifying the imaging system
parameters, in our case, the pupil aperture diameter. We present in this paper an analysis of the
reflectivity in terms of the external applied field,
the probe beam ratio, and the pupil aperture diameter of the imaging system that generates the
subjective speckle beam. Our experimental results
are interpreted on the basis of the theoretical calculation proposed in [20].
It should be pointed out that the precise
knowledge of the reflectivity behavior leads to the
adequate selection of the experimental parameters
in speckle applications concerning optical signal
processing and metrology.
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2. Experimental arrangement and theoretical model

Four wave mixing is a convenient method for
the generation of phase conjugated waves. When a
signal beam is incident into a nonlinear medium, a
fourth beam is generated provided that a pair of
counterpropagating laser beams exist in the medium. Referring to the experimental arrangement
of Fig. 1, we consider the interaction of four beams
in the photorefractive medium which can be
schematized as is shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 1, the wavefront denoted as A 4 is the
signal beam which corresponds to the image of the
diffuser R formed onto the photorefractive BSO
crystal by lens L \. A pupil aperture of diameter D
is located immediately in front of lens L \ . The
parameters Z0 and Zc denote the distance from the
diffuser to the lens and from the lens to the crystal,
respectively. The BSO crystal is cut normal to the
(110) crystallographic direction (transverse electro-optic configuration). Moreover, the directions
(110), (001), and (110) coincide with the XYZ
( i = 1 ,... ,4),
axes, respectively. Let us denote
the amplitudes of the interfering beams. In the
crystal, the speckle beam A a interferes with the
pump beam A \ so that the three-dimensional image speckle grains are fringe modulated. This intensity distribution generates a space charge field
in the crystal due to a charge carrier redistribution.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: R, diffuser; L\ and L2, lenses; CS,
collimation system; M\ and M2, mirrors; i7, detection plane.
The pupil aperture P o f diameter D discussed along the text is
attached to the lens L \.
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where

crystal

(2)

(3)
(4)
and the coupling constant y is

(5)
where 2 is the wavelength of the beams, 6 is the
half angle between the incident beams,

Fig. 2. Transmission grating scheme in a four-wave mixing
arrangement.

and

As a consequence of the linear electro-optical effect
that the crystal exhibits, the resulting space charge
field produces a refractive index perturbation
which replicates and stores the speckle intensity
distribution. The transmitted part of beam A\ is
retroreflected by mirror M2 as beam A2, so that in
the resulting wave mixing inside the crystal, the
beam A 2 is generated and is proportional to the
conjugate of the image speckle bearing beam A 4.
Other index gratings are produced in the wave
mixing phenomenon.
The predominance of one grating is common in
practical situations due to the space charge field
dependence on the grating period, grating orientation, and coherence between the beams. This
condition is valid in our case.
An exact solution for the coupling equations is
given in [20]. The solution considers only transmission gratings, which implies that the grating
associated to A\A\+A*2A 2 only couples strongly
the beams. This solution considers that the pump
beam loses energy in the mixing procedure. By
taking into account the conservation laws, it is
possible to uncouple the equations and find the
amplitudes A,(z) (i = 1 ,... ,4) throughout the
nonlinear medium, which extends between z = 0
and z = L. After calculation [20], it is possible to
obtain the phase conjugate reflectivity R

[21], r41 is the electro-optic coefficient, n0 is the
refractive index at the incident wavelength,
Ed = {kT!q){ln/A) is the diffusion field (T, temperature; k, Boltzmann constant; q, electron
charge; A = 2/2 sin 6, grating period), Eq = (NAq/
EoEs)(A/2n) is the maximum space charge field
(Na, acceptor density; £o, vaccum permittivity; es,
relative permittivity), and E0, the external applied
field.
By considering the boundary conditions, the
parameter |C|2 in Eq. (1) is obtained as a solution
of equation

(6)

It is convenient to define the probe beam ratio
as

(7)
and the pump beam ratio as

(1)

(8)
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3. Analysis of the experimental results

In our experimental arrangement the dimension
of the BSO crystal is: 10 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm.
To perform the theoretical calculation, the pa rameter values are: N& = 0.95 x 1022 m~3 [2,22],
es = 56, «o = 2.63, r41 = 4 x 10~12 m/V. An Argon
laser is employed (2 = 514 nm). The half incident
angle is 27.63°. Then, the average grating period is
0.56 jxm at 2 = 514 nm.
Let us consider a diffuser that is rough in the
scale of the optical wavelength. Under illumination by monochromatic light, the wave transmitted
consists of contributions from many different
scattering points. The image formed at a given
point in the observation plane consists of a superposition of a multitude of amplitude spread
functions, each arising from a different scattering
point on the surface of the object. As a consequence of the surface roughness the various spread
functions add with random phases resulting in a
highly complex pattern of interference called
speckle. Therefore, the image field is characterized
by a randomly varying intensity and phase. The
statistical properties of the speckle intensity and
phase have been largely studied [11,12].
It should be taken into account that the model
detailed in the previous section describes a situation where the beams A 3 and A4 are uniform. In
our case, this situation does not hold. It should
be emphasized that the recorder index gratings
are random in phase according to the incident
speckle distribution. Each of these gratings interacts with the counterpropagating pump beam
thus producing a local phase conjugated beam
inside each speckle grain with random phase that
“remembers” the original local speckle phase.
Therefore, the reconstructed beam A 3 is a phase
conjugate beam which is a speckle pattern itself
governed by the same statistics as the input beam.
To consider the statistical behavior, an average
amplitude and intensity will be employed in the
phase conjugate reflectivity calculations. That is
the validity of considering average values and
comparing them with the experimental results will
be analyzed.
Another feature of the speckle pattern to be
taken into account is its volume nature. The
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average diameter and length of the speckle grains
are (Sx ) « X • {Zc/D) and (Sz) ~ A• (Zc/£>)2, respectively (D is the lens aperture diameter) [11].
Then, the speckle dimensions decrease in propor tion as the aperture diameter increases. Owing that
Zc remains fixed along the experiments, the pa rameter D governs the speckle size.
The phase conjugate reflectivity depends on the
parameter L (see Eq. (1)). Usually L coincides with
the crystal depth. Note that in the proposed
speckle arrangement, the wave mixing is produced
inside each speckle grain. Then, in reflectivity
theoretical calculation the crystal depth must be
replaced by the speckle depth if the speckle grain is
shorter than the crystal depth.
In accordance with the experimental arrangement values, let us fix the imaging distance
Zc = 300 mm. For instance, for a pupil aperture
D = 2 mm, the average speckle depth is (Sz ) ~ 11
mm, whereas for D — 20 mm, (S ^ ^ O - ll mm.
Therefore, according to the pupil aperture diameter, it should be evaluated which is the correct
value of the parameter L in the theoretical model
to be utilized, in particular see Eq. (1). For example, let us consider a 10-mm crystal thickness,
then for D — 8 mm which implies (Sz) ~ 0.7 mm,
the replacement of the parameter L by the crystal
thickness brings an incorrect evaluation of the
phase conjugate reflectivity because the speckle
length is shorter than the crystal depth. Then, the
parameter L in Eq. (1) must be written as

(9)
The total phase conjugate reflectivity is pro portional to the phase conjugate reflectivity associated to an individual volume speckle grating.
That is to evaluate the total reflectivity, the reflectivity belonging to a single speckle grain must
be multiplied by an adequate scale factor related to
the density of speckle grains.
Another point to be considered in the experimental data analysis is related with the speckle
orientation. It should be noted that the on-axis
speckle grains (Z-axis) are oriented along the
crvstal deDth direction, whereas the inclination of
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the off-axis speckle grains with respect to the Zaxis changes. Then, the interference between the
speckle signal beam and the pump beams generates an ensemble of index gratings which has associated a dispersion AK in wave vector space K
related to A\A\ + A2A3. Note that the dispersion in
K values depends on the pupil aperture diameter of
the imaging lens. Therefore, an ensemble of gratings with different orientations is produced. This
behavior is confirmed by observing Fig. 3 where
the phase conjugate image beam and the corresponding intensity profile by using pupil aperture
diameter D — 2 and 5 mm are shown. In both
cases, the crystal thickness is 10 mm and the pump
beam ratio is fixed at r = 1.138 x KL1. Note that
on an average, the reflectivity profile belonging to
D = 5 mm is less intense and broadened in comparison with the profile belonging to D — 2 mm.
This broadening confirms that the diffraction spots
corresponding to larger pupil aperture diameters
have a higher dispersion in K vector space.
The experimental data of this section are obtained from the phase conjugate beam. This beam
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is itself a speckle distribution. Then, to obtain the
experimental data, an average intensity profile is
considered.
The experimental probe and pump ratio values
are obtained by measuring the average intensity of
the beams at the crystal.
On this basis, in the following, different experimental situations are evaluated by considering the
dependence of the phase conjugate reflectivity on
the parameters that govern the image speckle grain
size, the beam intensities, and the external applied
field.
3.1. Reflectivity vs. probe ratio
In this case, the pump beam intensities remain
fixed as well as the lens pupil aperture diameter,
whereas the speckle beam average intensity is
modified. By fixing the lens pupil aperture diameter, the speckle size remains unchanged. Let us
remember that the probe beam ratio q is defined as
the signal (speckle) beam average intensity divided
by the sum of both average pump beams, see

Fig. 3. Phase conjugate reflectivity image beam and their corresponding intensity profile: (a) D = 2 mm, (b) D = 5 mm (Z, = 10 mm,
r — 1.32 x 10 - 1).
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Eq. (7). When the average amplitude of the speckle
beam is modified, the grating amplitudes
A\Al + A\A$ change and therefore the modulation
of the photorefractive gratings inside the speckle
grains change as well.
In Fig. 4, the theoretical and experimental reflectivity values in terms of the probe beam ratio
for a 2-mm pupil aperture diameter are shown. In
all cases, the crystal thickness is 10 mm. The average pump beams remain unchanged in all the
experiments and the pump beam ratio defined as
the ratio between the pump beams is fixed at
r — 1.428 x 10_1. To determine the experimental
probe beam ratio values, the intensities / 4(0 ), I\ (0),
and I2{L) at the crystal faces are measured. The
speckle beam average intensity/4(0) is modified in
our experiments producing a change in the speckle
grain modulation. By increasing the speckle beam
average intensity /4(0), both the probe beam ratio
and the speckle grain modulation will increase and
therefore the conjugate beam intensity /3(0) increases as well. Experimental results of the phase
conjugation reflectivity as a function of the probe
beam ratio are shown in Fig. 4. Let us remember
that the phase conjugation reflectivity R is ob tained as the ratio between the average intensities
/ 3(0) and /4(0). It is observed that the phase conjugate reflectivity increases as the probe beam ratio
increases. Also, in Fig. 4 a theoretical curve ob tained by using Eq. (1) is shown. To perform the
theoretical calculations, the parameters values in-

Fig. 4. Phase conjugate reflectivity vs. probe beam ratio q
(r = 1.428 x 10—1, L = 10 mm, D — 2 mm).
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dicated above are used. An agreement between the
theoretical curve and experimental data is ob served.
3.2. Reflectivity vs. external electric field
In this case, the probe beam ratio remains fixed
because neither the pump beams nor the speckle
beam average intensity are changed. Also the speckle
size remains unmodified. The pump beam ratio is
r — 1.32 x 10-1, the probe beam ratio is q = 0.1, the
crystal thickness L is 10 mm and a 2-mm lens pupil
aperture diameter is employed. Under these conditions, Fig. 5 shows the theoretical curve as well as the
experimental values of the phase conjugate reflectivity in terms of the applied field which varies between 1 and 8 kV. To perform the theoretical
calculations, the same parameters as those employed
in the experiments are used. In Fig. 5, it is observed
that an applied field increase produces a reflectivity
increase. The experimental data almost coincide
with the theoretical prediction. However, some discrepancies exist at low field values.
3.3. Reflectivity vs. lens pupil aperture diameter
It is clear that by changing the lens pupil aperture diameter it is possible to vary the speckle

Fig. 5. Phase conjugate reflectivity vs. external applied field
(r = 1.32 x 10_ l, q — 0.1, L = 10 nun, D — 2 mm).
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grain size, in particular the speckle depth and
thereby the index grating length that modulates
each registered speckle grain. Besides, when the
pupil aperture diameter increases, the speckle
beam average intensity increases too. So that the
probe beam ratio changes. Also, the volume of the
speckle grains diminishes and the speckle grain
grating length reduces itself, whereas the number
of speckle grains increases.
In Figs. 6 and 7, the phase conjugate reflectivity
vs. the lens pupil aperture diameter is displayed by
setting the pump beam ratio at r = -1.32 x 10_1. In
both cases, the BSO crystal thickness L is fixed at
10 mm. In both figures, the theoretical curve and
the experimental data are shown. In Fig. 6 , no
external electric field is applied to the crystal
(E0 = 0 kV), whereas in Fig. 7, E0 = 7 kV. As it
was mentioned above, if the pupil aperture diameter increases, the average speckle intensity in creases and therefore, as the pump beam values
remain fixed, the probe beam increases as well. In
Fig. 4, it is observed that when the probe beam
increases while maintaining the pupil aperture diameter fixed, the reflectivity increases. In Figs. 6
and 7, the probe beam increases but the reflectivity
decreases. Note that in these cases, the pupil aperture diameter is not fixed and the decrease is a
consequence of the speckle volume diminishing.
By comparing both figures, it is apparent that the
application of an external applied field increases
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Fig. 7. Phase conjugate reflectivity vs. lens pupil aperture diameter (£o = 7 kV, L = 10 mm, r = 1.32 x 10_I).

the reflectivity, no matter the size of the speckle
grain. It is observed that the increase in the aperture diameter and the corresponding decrease in
the speckle length produces a reflectivity reduction
which takes place independently on the increase in
the probe beam ratio. Note that the same speckle
size features described in this section are observed
in the results of Fig. 3.
4. Conclusions

A four-wave mixing experiment produced in a
BSO crystal where the signal beam bears a speckle
distribution is analyzed. The speckle grains are
fringe modulated due to the interference between
the signal and pump beams.
The speckle pattern has a random intensity and
phase distribution which leads to a local phase
conjugate reflectivity. Besides, the reconstructed
beam is a phase conjugate beam which is a speckle
pattern itself governed by the same statistics as the
input beam.
To consider this point an average amplitude
and intensity must be employed in the phase conjugate reflectivity calculations.
Usually, the phase conjugate reflectivity depends on the crystal depth. In our case, the gratings are generated inside the speckle grains. This
feature implies that in the theoretical calculation, if

Fig. 6. Phase conjugate reflectivity vs. lens pupil aperture diameter. (E0 — 0 kV, L = 10 mm, r = 1.32 x 10_I).
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the speckle length is shorter than the crystal depth,
then the crystal depth must be replaced by the
speckle length in the reflectivity expression.
A standard theoretical model which includes
these features describes adequately the phase
conjugate reflectivity behavior in terms of different
parameters like probe beam ratio, external applied
field, and speckle size. The linear model utilized
predicts correctly the experimental average values.
The precise knowledge of the reflectivity behavior leads to the adequate selection of the writein parameters in speckle applications concerning
optical signal processing and metrology. An interesting application is related to the optical encryption techniques [9] that can play an important
role in holographic memory systems in providing
information security. As it is well known an un correlated set of reference beams generated by
speckle patterns can be used to make it difficult to
reconstruct the original beam if the codes are un known. A possible recovering of the encrypted
information could be done by a phase conjugate
read out scheme. In this sense, the analysis of a
phase conjugate speckle arrangement is a preliminary step to the potential use of this approach
in optical encryption arrangement.
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